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Zeigler condemns elitist theory,
criticizes "race-baiting" congress
DBy David Franzen
Staff Writer

Politics and Government professor Dr.
Harmon Zeiglerdelivered his annual speech
to the university Monday. He spoke about
what he calls the "irony of democracy,"
which is also the title of one of his books
published in its first edition in 1970. Zeigler
discussed the relationship between the
masses and the elite, the irony being that,
"the masses are all too willing to disavow
democracy, therefore elites must govern
wisely," according to Zeigler.
Zeigler explained elitist theory in the first
part of his speech then criticized the behavior of some elites in America today.
The theory considers that populism which Zeigler calls, "that great American
disease,"— can lead to extremism, that
elites are responsible for maintaining libertarian values and democracy and that democracy is threatened if elites become shortsighted and too self-interested.
According to Zeigler, the elitist theory is
criticized as being conservative and for
defending elite self interest. Upholding the
theory against the second criticism, however, Zeigler asserted, "This theory is not
an apology for elite rule, it is not a defense
of elite misdeeds or repression, rather, it is
a realistic explanation of how democracy
works."
Indeed, Zeigler does not defend elites, but
condemns them. Zeigler said, "narrow vi-

Calleo confronts
Europets dilemma
DBy David Franzen
Staff Writer

David Calico, director European studies
at Johns Hopkins' School for Advanced
International Studies spoke at an Open
Forum on Wednesday, entitled "The New
Europe."
Before commenting on the current situation in Europe Calico, briefly discussed
its history, calling the continent "the cauldron of instability" in the first half of this
century mentioning the first and second
world wars, the rise of fascism and communism and how European events tend to
spread to the rest of the world.
Calico described the "bipolar" atmosphere in Europe during the cold war as
marked by unprecedented stability which,
like the violence before, spread to other
parts of the world.
"We not only aided the recovery of western Europe (after World War II)," he said,
"but we strongly encouraged the Europeans to develop an economic block—an
economic confederate of ther own. It's

sions of the common good and a willingness to sacrifice public interest for personal
gain are threatening the American system
of government as w know it today. We are
not threatened by much mass unrest—David
Duke will come and go— we are threatened
by elite mismanagement of our system."
Zeigler went on to criticize government,
the democratic party, American business,
special interests, the media and the intellectual community as elites who are not governing wisely.
In criticizing government, Zeigler used
President George Bush as an example.
"George Bush regularly, routinely resorts
to divisive racial appeals... In 1988 we had
Willie Horton, then we had quotas, then we
had Clarence Thomas... We have a president who, purely and simply, is willing to
race-bait with thebestof them," said Zeigler.
"They (government elites) surely know,
and surely do not care that these tactics
undermine mass confidence in national leadership."
Zeigler also attacked Congress, saying
that public trust and confidence in America's
lawmakers has severely deteriorated in the
last couple decades.
"Members of Congress want to believe
that widespread alienation is the consequence of lack of information . . ." said
Zeigler. "It's true that people do what Congress does, but if they did, they would be
see ZEIGLER page 4
important to realize that, from the Euro
pean perspective just as NATO was an
alliance with the United States—in order
to keep the Russians at bay—the Europenn community was an alliance between
the Europeans to balance the Americans
under which the Europeans did very well.
They had unparalleled growth, prosperity
and social stability."
According to Calico, the challenge now
facing western Europe deals with the
changes caused by the end of this bipolar
system and whether a weakened European Community: (E.C.) will be able to
deal with these changes and maintain
order without falling apart.
"Now the problems are much more real
(than they were during the cold war) in the
sense thatthey are occurring," Calico
said, "they are not being imagined, and
they can occur to a much worse degree
than they are already."
"The problems are essentially those of
disorder. The Soviet withdrawal is somewhat like a spring thaw, all kinds of bugs
are coming out of the ground, all kinds of
conflicts are returning. . . The preconditions for liberal society, either politically
or economically, take a long time to crc
see EUROPE page 4

Gunman strikes on campus
Visitor attacked
behind SUB
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

A man in his forties was abducted at
gunpoint behind the SUB on November21
after visiting a university staff member
friend.
As the victim reached his car between
7:30 and 7:45 p.m., a white —possibly
Hispanic— 5' 10", 150 pound male, approached him.
"The guy came up to him from behind,"
said director of campus security Todd
Badham. "He may have been hiding."
The suspect displayed a small, chrome,
semi-automatic handgun, according to security services,
and ordered the victim into
his car.
The suspect, who was described as having a small
goatee beard and pony tail,
then got into the passenger
seat and forced the victim to
drive to an alley off of Sixth
Avenue. The gunman took
$14 from the victim's wallet
before he walked away.

After the robbery, the victim drove home
to another jurisdiction. Later, he talked to
his staff member friend who decided to
report it to campus security.
Badham discussed the case with the victim and the victim's friend and then suggested that the victim inform the Tacoma
Police Department.
"There was no need for an officer to
respond," said Badham. "But, I told the
victim to report the incident to the police."
Badham does not believe that there is
very much that the police can do with the
case.
"I seriously doubt there is anything that
they can do at this point," he said. "I guess
there is a remote chance that it can do
something in the future but I doubt it.
"In the ten years that I have been here
I've never seen this happen before."
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Ukraine votes for
independence—and elects exCommunist for president
SOVIET UNION - Almost 90 percent
of the Ukrainians approved the independence of the republic - in spite of
Gorbachev's warnings. Rapid recognition
of that independence was assured by Boris
Yeltsin. Poland, Ukraine's neighbor in the
west, also declared its readiness to recognize the new state, and Canada, with a
large Ukrainian population, indicated that
it would follow suit. At the same time, the
first free presidential election was held.
Leonid M. Kravchuk, who had been an
ideologue in the Ukrainian Communist
party for over 30 years, was pronounced
the winner. After the confirmation of his
victoly, Kravchuk moved to reassure foreign couniries anxious about the status of
the Soviet nuclear missiles still based on
Ukrainian soil. He proposed that the four
Soviet republics with strategic nuclear
weapons form a "collective management"
to control and eventually destroy them. In
the Ukraine, being a communist ideologue
meant combating every sign of Ukrainian
nationalism. As the center of power across
the nation shifted from the party to the
newly elected parliaments, Kravchuk
moved into the Ukrainian Supreme So-

viet, where he was elected chairman in July
1990. He took to speaking only Ukrainian.
After the coup, he declared that he had
immediately quit the party in protest, and as
the drive for independence gathered momentum he abandoned every effort to form
a new union while maintaining separate ties
with Russia. (The New York Times IThe
Wall Street Journal)

European observers
assail Yugoslav army
YUGOSLAVIA - European Community military observers directly blamed
Yugoslavia's National Army for the escalating warfare in Croatia in a report leaked
to correspondents. The document refers to
the army as "cowardly" and suggests that
foreign military intervention be used to halt
it in its tracks. The report represents the
most direct indictment of the Serb-dominated national force by an independent observer team. Furthermore, the report raises
the suggestion of military confrontation.
"The warship that fires on a defenseless city
from a safe distance out to sea must be put
in a situation whereby it knows that it can
do so at the cost of being promptly sent to
the bottom," reads the report. In Brussels
today, the European Community foreign
ministers singled out Serbia and its ally
Montenegro for punitive economic measures when they retained economic sanctions against them while while lifting the

Crimes on.. C a m. pus
Nov. 19, 1991 through Dec. 4, 1991
Nov. 20

9:05 a.m.

A faculty member reported ornaments taken from his
vehicle while it was parked near Howarth Hall.

Nov. 20

3:20 p.m.

A student reported two hub caps and a hood ornament
taken from his vehicle while it was parked near the
Student Union.

Nov. 30

2:25 p.m.

A student reported that several of the skeletons in a lab in
Thompson Hall were vandalized.

Dec. 1

10:02 p.m.

A student reported several seats missing from bicycles
locked in the Harrington/Schiff breezeway. Please contact Security if you bike was locked in the area and you are
missing a seat.

Dec. 3

1:58 p.m.

A student reported that three windows on his car were
maliciously broken while it was parked on Union Ave.
near Thompson Hall. Nothing was taken from the vehicle.
It is believed the incident occurred between 1:40p.m. and
1:59 p.m. on Tuesday, December 3, 1991. Anyone who
may have witnessed the incident is asked to contact
Security.

Dec. 3

2:38 p.m.

A student reported that his bicycle was stolen from a bike
storage room in a Union Ave. residence. The bicycle was
locked to itself and was presumably carried away.

Dec. 3

11:24 p.m.

A student reported the driver's side window of his vehicle
was broken while it was parked on Union Ave. near North
14th street. Nothing was taken from the vehicle. The
incident is believed to have occurred between 8:00 and
11:00 p.m. on Dec. 3, 1991. Anyone who may have
witnessed the incident is asked to contact security.

Crimes on Campus is prepared for the Trail by Security Services as a service to the
campus. We do not alter the text and consequently are not responsible for its content.

restrictions against the other four Yugoslav
republics. The sanctions were imposed three
weeks ago. The E.C. observer mission in
Yugoslavia, which began its work in August, consists of several hundred monitors
stationed throughout war-tom Croatia. The
authenticity of its report, leaked by Westem diplomats, was confirmed by officials
of the European community mission in the
Croatian capital, Zagreb. Meanwhile, two
people were reported killed in a 12-hour
artillery attack on the Croatian city Osijek.
Croatian radio reported shelling attacks on
other towns in the breakaway republic's
eastern panhandle. (The New York Times)

Two American hostages freed in
Lebanon—kidnappers said to
reverse releasing policy
LEBANON - Americans Joseph J.
Cicippo and Alann Steen were released
after being held for five years by pro-banian kidnappers. One American and two
Germans are still held; an Italian is missing
and reported dead. Muslim fundamentalist
officials said that the release of Cicippo and
Steen reveals the kidnappers' new strategy
of freeing all foreign hostages by Christmas in return for a promise for a release of
the Arabs detained in Israel, southern Lebanon and Europe. The strategy is a departure
from the old policy of the hostage-takers,
which involved the simultaneous trading of
hostages for Arab prisoners. Although the

December 5, 1991
deciiion to release the hostages was
essentially an Iranian one, a Muslim
fundamentalist official said the United
Nations special envoy, Giandomenico
Picco, had played an instrumental role
in setting up the new strategy. (TheNew
York Times I The Wall Street Journal)

U.S. unruffled by new MidEast
Talks
UNITED STATES - Senior American officials expressed confidence that
peace talks between Israel and its Arab
neighbors would reopen within next
week, although Israeli diplomats said
their country would boycott the session
scheduled for Wednesday. The negotiations are likely to begin next Monday
at the State Department, according to
those handling the arrangements for the
Bush administration. American officials said they had no fear that the Arabs
would show up Wednesday and Thursday, then go home, and several Arab
officials said they would wait for the
Israelis. Even if everyone appears on
Monday, however, difficult procedural
questions will remain, including Israel's
insistence, rejected by the Arabs, that
after two or three sessions in Washington, the talks should switch to the Middle
East. (The New York Times)
World News edited by Matthias
Dezes
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USA Today features campus

We're your
laptop store

theme houses, quotes students
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
Puget Sound received national attention
in USA Today's Tuesday, December 3rd
edition from a feature article about the
university's theme house program.
The lead for the article was Puget Sound's
theater house which is known as the "Playhouse." The Outhaus also gained a few
paragraphs to show the diversity of the
themes on campus.
Junior Grey Mitchem, leader of the Playhouse, was well-quoted in the article. His
reaction to the article was favorable.
"It was as good as could be expected," he
said. "It is great that they focused on the
Playhouse, but it could have been stronger

if they mentioned the other theme houses
on campus a little more."
Kristen Wright was the Outhaus representative that was interviewed.
"I thought it was a nice article," she said.
"But, they kind of overquoted me. We do as
much camping and hiking as possible, but
we only do three trips per weekend at the
beginning of the year."
Along with Puget Sound's coverage, other
colleges around the nation were mentioned.
Bowdoin College in Brunswick Maine has
two theme house with 34 residents—one of
which is called the Wellness House which
promotes stress control. The University of
Massachusetts in Amherst has 22 theme
houses with 1,500 residents.

Our everyday low prices make it easy for you to own
a laptop from the world's number one manufacturer
of portable personal computers. These powerful,
full-featured, expandable Toshiba laptops fit both
budget and briefcase ... so you can get down to
business wherever you are.
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Actresses Eileen Ryan (center) and Maya Egusquiza (not shown) will represent UPS at
a regional conference in Moscow, Idaho in February.
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Thespians to compete for acting awards
Toshiba Ti 200XE/20

LJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
Two Puget Sound actors used their performances in the Grapes of Wrath to win
a chance to perform at the Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in Washington
D.C. through the Irene Ryan Scholarship
Contest.
Eileen Ryan and AmayaEgusquiza were
chosen by a travelling adjudicator to represent the university at the northwest regional contest in Moscow, Idaho on February 6-10.
At this contest, each actor will perform a
scene—in which they may use an acting
partner—and a monologue, both of which
they may choose.
"The scene should be from a newer play
so that the people that are judging will not
have any preconceived notions about the
part," said Ryan, who won the chance for
her part as Ma.
Amaya was the first narrator in the theatre department's fall play but she earned
the acclaim from her part as a woman

'

C

uiet,

travelling against the flow of Californiabound okies. She was on stage for three
minutes in this role, but she moved the
adjudicator enough to overlook the minor
part which she played.
"She didn't have a big part but she made
a big impact on the play," said Ryan.
"That tells you something."
Ryan was singled out even though she
was a theater beginner before the play.
"Grapes of Wrath is my first dramatic
performance," said Ryan. "I've done the
little talent shows when I was young, but
I've never been in anything that was as
organized as the Grapes of Wrath.
"I'm just overwhelmed that I get to go.
I'll be really happy if I make it into the
semi-finals."
If the actors win in the regional competition they will be rewarded with $700 and
a trip to the national contest in the spring.
If either actor fmishes first at the national
competition, they will earn a $2500 scholarship.

North James Center
Across from TCC
1620 S. Mildred Suite #3
Tacoma
564-9016

(80C286 processor at 12MHz; 20MB hard drive)
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Toshiba Ti 200XE/40
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Toshiba padded nylon carrying case .. . a $79.00
value ... is yours with purchase of any T1000LE or
T1200XE computer.
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ZEIGLER from page 1

Zeo Lights, now in its fourth season, will run from Dec. 1-31 at the Point Defiance Zoo.

Spectacular Zoo Lights return
JBy Jenny Apple

rate the park.
For this event, which runs from December 1 through 31, the park will remain open
from 5 pm to 9 pm. It will be closed,
however, on December 24 and 25.
Admission is $2.50 per person at the gate
or $2.00 with advance tickets that are sold
at the zoo between 10 am and 4 pm.
ZooLights, now in its fourth season, has
been growing in popularity since its first
year. Attendance jumped from 24,000 in
1988 to 104,000 in 1989 and was over
63,000 last year despite severe weather.
The zoo hopes that at least 90,000 people
attend this year.

News Assistant
Visitors can view the Point Defiance Zoo
& Aquarium from a much different perspective throughout December evenings
while it is decked out in over 350,000
holiday lights.
During ZooLights season, the zoo becomes a massive light display with 105
illuminated replicas of animals. The lights,
which could siretch out to about 40 miles,
require constant maintenance throughout
the duration of the exhibition.
According to Operations Manager David
Hillard, 2,500 hours of both paid staff and
volunteer time has been invested to deco-

interests beyond their own elitism," said
Zeigler.
American businesses, according to
Zeigler, also reflect too much elite self
interest. He criticized practices like corporate raiding and leveraged buyouts which
have led to high salaries of chief executive
officers and loss of middle income jobs and
the closing of factories.
"These overpaid executives are perfectly
willing to sacrifice long-term economic
growth for short-term windfall profit, knowing that our nation's comparative position
is undermined by short-sighted,bottom line
policies," said Zeigler. He added that today's
business elites lack the philanthropy of the
capitalists of the past.
Zeigler chose Lee laccoca as the epitome
of contemporary business elites.
"Lee laccoca produces cars that aren't
very good, and tries to sell them with patriotism. His pay increases, even when his
company does poorly," said Zeigler.
According to Zeigler, the "need to
achieve" has been replaced by "the need to
acquire."
Zeigler also criticized special interests,
the television media, and his colleagues, of

EUROPE from page 1
ate."
"It [the E.C.] doesn't have the institutional
means to face up to its new security threats.
Europe developed political and economic
institutions but not military ones, it didn't
need to because of NATO.. . Political and
economic power is still the primary way to
deal with problems—the problems in eastern Europe are not going to be settled with
armies but by loans, bribes, threats and
cajoling essentially of a political and economic sort."
Another problem facing the Europeans
according to Calico is how to deal with

whom Zeigler commented, "Political sc
entists should know better, yet are sayir:
things that are silly."
Zeigler was not very optimistic about ft
future in p
1cm.
Said Ze
incessantly; you can talk abouL the ciLiz.
stining—which you know is not true-you can talk about the elites seeing the
error in their ways and changing, which i
not true— why would they change, it's
how they get elected in the first place. And
don't trust the masses— obviously, you
know that— and now, I don't much care for
the elites. The necessary reforms, the reconstruction of an organizational based
governing elite with a strong sense of public duty, are not a realistic option in tradition."
Zeigler did put some faith in the
intellectual community to seek the truth
and identify problems, but added a warning: "True intellectuals seek truth for its
own sake and when they stray, as my colleagues have done, from their pedantic
itinerary, when they become politicized,
then the last bastion of rational discourse is
in peril."
other European nations who wish to join
theE.C.
"The E.C. has to decide whether they
want to become deeper, that is to strengthen
their own cooperation, or wether they
should widen, reaching out to take in these
central European counties and several of
the former neutral countries such as Sweden and Austria, who also want to
join ... and that raises the issue of 'can you
deepen if you widen, if you have more and
diverse members with more problems can
you really hold together the common market or are you destroying it."

-1rA;

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
if Galileo had used Vivarin maybe he could have misterM the sohr
system faster, too.
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The Irony Tower shows Soviet art as key to culture
JBy Shauna M. James
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Arts and Entertainment Editor
"ti is difficult for the West to respond to
percstroikaandglasnostintermsothcrthan
thoseoftriumjjh:allt000ftenonereadsthat
we have won the Cold War at last, that the
people of the U.S.S.R have seen the error of
their ways—that they have decided to become like us. That is simply untrue."
Russia is, in many ways, unknowable by
people from the West. We come from a
society bred in freedom and outspoken dissension, where free speech means allowing
David Duke to make his speeches. For the
most part, we live safe, satiated lives. We
expect now that the U.S.S.R. is moving
toward democracy that they are becoming
just like us. This is a fundamental misunderstanding of the societal changes still
taking place.
At the same time, we misunderstand the
artisitic differences between the two countries. Here artists fight for the First Amendment and NEH grants. We have come to
expect our art to be colorful, mildly controversial, and restricted to the galleries. Yes,
we nod in agreement, art is very important,
and then we go back to the Nintendo machines,
In the U.S.S.R., artists live their art,
whether they are producing stridently resistant paintings or quirky performance art.
No matter what the content of the artistic
work, every unofficial Soviet artist works
with a tradition in which the very act of
producing a work is political.
It is the Soviet art world, a world of
"labyrithine complexity", that is so deftly
handled in Andrew Solomon's book The
Irony Tower: Soviet Art in the Time of
Glasnost (Knopf: 1991. $25.00). The book
is a fascinating exploration of an area not
many of us know. There are very few Soviet
artists known to the generau public of the
West, Malevich and Kandinsky being the
only notable exceptions. Because of the
barriers ofthe Cold War, and the lack ofreal
communication between the two countries,
the artists of the Soviet Union are an unexplored field for most of us.
Actually, many ofthe artists that Solomon
so fascinatingly portrays were unkown to
the Sovietpublic as well. In U.S.S.R., there
is a Ministry of Culture and Union of Artisis. Any person wishing to be paid and
recognized for his/her art must be a functionary of these organizations. And of
course, they must create works of art that
are in line with the dogma of the state. This
was especially so in the time before
Gorbachev.
Therefore, to be an underground artist
was infinitely dangerous. And yet, a multitude of fascinating and driven artists took
the challenge. They had to. Art is a subtle

the army, and when I saw him, some years
later, he was unrecognizable. He smelled
disgusting because he was always making
shit in his trousers, and he
looked like an
animal at the end
of the hunt, and
he could only
think about getting enough to
eat."
The real confusion for these
artists came with
perestroika and
glasnost; they
were suddenly
supposedly free.
Now what to do
with the resistance art and the
hidden messages? And what
of success in the
West? They finally were able
to travel to Europe and New
York City. They
were wined and
dined, made
much of by
people who did not understand their art.
They didn't understand the West, and were
a little disappointed by it. And yet Moscow
and Leningrad looked less and less attractive. The real strule now is to create a new

and sometimes insidious clue to the real
health of a society. Certainly, we can listen
to official dogma, and thebland speeches of
careful politicians But in order to really understand a society, you must usten to its dissi
dents.
Many Western
critics have cornplained that Soviet art is inexplicable, or simply nice pictures.
But Solomon
makes the point
that art in the
U.S.S.R. is produced under entirely different
circumstances
than is Western
art. "Their lives
and work are
about the importance of making
moral choices
that are not fully
informed, about
the need to judge
what you believe
is, in humane terms, worth judging—with
or without information and qualifications."
It is impossible to criticize the work on
Western terms. You have to know the lives
and backgrounds of the artists before you
can understand the private code ensconced
within their art.
The Irony Tower is a start to that understanding. Solomon does a great job of at
once condensing the complex history of
Soviet art since the 1920s and at the same
time personalizing the artists' particular
stories. There are somereal characters here.
An entire group of Moscow artists once
held a performance in an apartment called
Socialism in Wonderland. They created a
false manuscript, placed it in the refrigerator, made up packages up of imaginary
possessions of the characters, and created
scenes from the novel all over the apartment. The KGB would have to come in and
solemnly cart away objects away from the
refrigerator.
Of course, there were times when the
artists landed in more serious trouble. Many
of them were forced to endure hard labor
and subtle humiliation for years. One artist
talked about his friend who had to enter the
army, a fate suffered by many of them. "An
old friend of mine, a very intelligent cornputer engineer, with whom I used to talk
about art and literature—he was called to

art that reflects these confusing and ever
changing times.
The Irony Tower is a dense read. It's
somewhat like a Tolstoy novel; you're not
going to keep the names clear, so you just
go with the flow. The section on the history
of Soviet art is especially trying, but vital.
Fortunately, most of these artists are funny
and endlessly creative people. Reading
about their lives and the multitude of practical jokes they pull is a joy.
As well, the book is filled with art by the
artists. Solomon, a graduate of Columbia
and Cambridge, spent a significant amount
of time and became friends with these artists. Consequently, they each agreed to
create an original black and white graphic
especially for the book. Flipping through
the art, the sometimes quixotic and sometimes intense nature of the artists is manifest. It is important to remember that even
though these artists suffered under the same
system, in no way were they the same
people, or had the same style. They are as
diverse as our own artists.
The irony Tower is fluidly written, and an
important work. Instead of serious-minded
political theory, the book is an attempt to
understand an entire culture through its art.
"One seldom needs to search for ironies in
Moscow; more often than not, they are
given like gifts." The irony Tower is Andrew Solomon's gift to the West; an honest
attempt to understand "the evil empire."
The Irony Tower is now available in our
bookctore.
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Short-lived cult sitcom inspires
an equally as twisted film
IiBy Angel Overbaugh
Staff Writer
The Addams Family was an absurd and
mildly twisted sitcom in the early 1960s.
The show ran for one year, and was then
thrown into the syndication pot, only to
gain a large and demented following. Over
the years, the show became a standard of
rerun television fare, its appeal never waning and its audience only growing to include the children and grandchildren of
those who were first captured by this paradox of American counter-culture.
On the big screen, the new movie The
Addams Family is a glorious send-up of the
television show from which it is spawned.
Anjelica Huston is the essence of Morticia
she is tall, dark and deadly. Raul Julia is
bug-eyed and delightfully wicked as Gomez,
the wealthy head of the family whose only
joy comes from the devotion to his
sadomasochistic mate. ChristinaRicci adds
a few funny moments as the daughter,
Wednesday, who maliciously tortures her
obese dim bulb of a brother, Pugsly.
There is a menagerie of semi-humans
who inhabit the Addams' mansion. Thing
is the frisky disembodied hand who is always available to lend himself. Lurch is the

Scenes from the Addams Family

perfect butler: pre-verbal, glowering, and
lobotomized. (Lurch is played in the movie
by Carrel Struycken, who also played the
eerie giant in Twin Peaks.) Fester, newly
reunited with his family after a stay in the
Bermuda Triangle, is the goonish uncle
who can still light a bulb by holding it in his
mouth.
Uncle Fester is played by character actor
ChristopherLloyd (Jim Ignatowski on Taxi),
and he emerges as the central figure entangled in a web. of lies. Having been estranged from the family, Fester suddenly
appears on the scene to turn Gomez and his
family out of the mansion, and render them
penniless. However, by the end of the movie,
all tensions are resolved and the family is
restored to their state of "complete unhappiness."
This is by no means a movie without its
flaws. For anyone who was a fan of the
television show, gone are Gomez's kisses
up Morticia's elbow, gone is Thing's box,
and gone is Cousin It's voice. There are
disappointments for fans of the cult. But, it
is an enjoyment to watch; you will laugh
and enjoy yourself. Go for Angelica
Huston's marvelous performance if for
nothing else.
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Beauty and the Beast
charms audience
[iBy Sara Freeman
Features Editor
Beautiful animation, witty songs, Busby
Berkley dance sequences with flatware and
foodstuff, Romance (with a capital R) and
a happy ending: what more can you ask for
in a movie? Beauty and the Beast is the best
animated film from the Disney studios since
the re-release of Fantasia.
Belle, the heroine, is a bookish brunette
(what a step for fairy tales!) who is considered odd by the townfolk, but it is not her
character that propels the film. It is the
Beast and his castle's inhabitants that carry
the movie's charms. When the prince was
turned into the Beast all of his attendants
were transformed into anthropomorphic
housewares. So, we were entertained by
Lumiere the lecherous candelabra and his
trysts with the saucy sobrette (a feather
duster), Mrs. Potts the maternal teapot and
her adorable son Chip (a teacup) as well as
a chatty wardrobe, a foot-rest puppy and
Cogsworth, an uptight clock. Not only does
the furniture band together to protect the
castle from invaders, but they put on a
fantastic production number over Belle's
first dinner at the castle.
The Beast is huge and short-tempered and
the sound effects accompanying his character add to the fear he inspires. Yet his

transformation into a gentle beast is believable (though the feeding the birds scene
almostboarders on too sappy). The conflict
comes when his hard-earned sensitivity is
challenged by Gaston, the true monster of
the show. Gaston is the town hunter with an
ego paralleled only by Lancelot. His selfserving want of Belle is foiled throughout
the show, yet his ego never tumbles. At first
he is comic, but by the end he is pure evil.
The animation of all the characters is
detailed and the music sparkled. Possibly
they may have used computer animation in
the ballroom scenes because they looked
almost like photographs. The songs ranged
from hysterical to romantic, the two best
being Gaston's song in the tavern and the
Beauty and the Beast theme song.
As with the fairy tale, it's almostsad when
the Beast transforms back into the Prince
because you'd grown so fond of him as a
beast. In spite of his huge, hairy shape the
beast had personality and seemed real,
whereas the Prince was too perfect, too
good looking and, mostly, not as vulnerable
as the Beast. Yet it's a beautiful tale; like the
elegant scenes of Belle and the Beastwaltzing, it's enough to make you believe in love
again. The pots and pans sang, "Story old as
time, song as old as rhyme, Beauty and the
Beast," and the movie ends with a sigh.
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

at

LfDERSHID

EXCELLENCE

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
For more information and a scholarship application
call Captain Henry at 535-8740.
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comics. Eddington's are nonobjective canvases influenced by the formal aspects of
Abstract Expressionism. Free.

OF EVENTS
WITHIN THE CHRISTI.

MAS-LIGHTED HALLS OF
OUR CAMPUS
MISTLETOAST!! Friday, December
6. All day long. 'Nuff said.

i:

.Had a very shiny nose." Alpha Psi
Omega, Puget Sound's drama fraternity,
will present "Rudolph II" as its annual
Christmas play for the entire family. Performances are on Dec. 6 and 7, at 6 pm, in
the Inside Theatre, with a 1 pm matinee on
Dec. 7. Get in the kiddie Christmas spirit.
". .

i.

Culture, but not Christmas, on the clari-

10

1110

net: Laura DeLuca, a faculty member of
the School of Music, will give a recital of
clarinet and percussion on Friday, Dec. 6 at
8 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall. She will be
accompaniedby Mathew Koomieroski. The
recital will feature pieces of Karen Thomas, James Marshall, and Karlheinz
Stockhausen. Free.
Kitteredge has art, but no Christmas
celebration: The most recent works of

artists Patrick Siler and Mark Eddington
will be on exhibit at the Kitiredge Gallery
during December and January. Siler's works
are influenced by German Expressionist
painting, Chinese Brush painting, and the
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TACKY TOWN IN ALL
ITS CHRISTMAS GLORY

0'

A Walrus in Christmas bulbs: Zoolights
is here again. Located at the Point Defiance
Zoo and Aquarium, Zoolights has more
than 350,000 colorful lights. If you go to get
in the Christmas spirit, you'll see".. .lighted
replicas of waddling penguins, leaping
beluga whales, and Santa's sleigh pulled by
Zoo animals." Run, don't walk, toZoolights.
This will happen through the month of
December; admission is $2.50 at the gate.

:

You'll shop, you'll schmooze, you'll
have a Nordstrom time: Nordstrom at the

Tacoma Mall will be hosting a Christmas
fashion show to benefit the Tacoma Actors
Guild. Eat hors d'oeuvres and truffles, drink
champagne, watch the models, and pick out
gifts with your own personal shopper. Tickets are $25.00. The benefit will be this
Sunday, December 8th, at 7:30 pm.
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THE BIG CITY AND
CHRISTMAS
The perfect Christmas ballet: The Pacific Northwest Ballet is again presenting

their splendiferous prodcution of The Nutcracker. They will give 35 performances,
starting December 4. The PNB Nutcracker
has sets and costumes designed by Maurice
Sendaic. What morecould you want? Ticket
prices range from $9 to $50 for adults.

w
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Three members of the Aldelphians, Travis flarringlon, Beth Lindenman, and Song Kim,
prepare to give their traditional Christmas concert at the First United Methodist Church
Friday Dec. 6.
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The Masthead. The paper is called the Trail. The font of choice
is Times, because we print all the news that's fit to read, and no more.
The Trail was named after the Lewis and Clark trail, because Lewis
and Clark were the first journalists to make it to the Pacific Northwest.
Their trail—a winding thread that crossed the continent and made it
possible for the dominant culture to exploit and exterminate the native
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Inside. The Trail is divided into five sections: News,
Arts & Entertainment, Features, Sports, and Opinions.
The sections are labeled on the top of each page to make
things easier for you, gentle reader, to understand where
you are. Each section is carefully laid out by its editor,
and each has its own personality. See, next time you read
the Trail, if you can pick out the nuances of each section
editor's humor. You will be surprised! Some things to
look for: theme headlines in the sports sections; Maria's
progressive use of the letter "y" which confuses the
feeble-minded; a pervasive wry, puckish wit in A&E;
and the heavy hand of the Ad Manager.
Advertisements. Advertisements. Advertisements.
Advertisements. Big ones that cover entire pages. Little
ones that take up lots of space. More ads than you can
shake a stick at.
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News. The Trait is known for
its news, its many and lively
typographical errors, and alternative spellings. You can tell
the news because there is a bunch
of writing. Most of it is timely
and pertinent. Most of the stories are so long, they must be
continued on other pages. Many
of our writers have won Pulitzer
Prizes. The typos and alternative spellings are intended to
subvert the patriarchal hierarchy.
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The Espresso Cart. We still think it's wrong.
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Random Squad. Late at night, when all the copy is
pasted down, and the Trail is ready to go off to the
printers, the Random Squad nishes in and fills all blank
spaces with wacky, seventies-era clip art and pictures of
little babies. Whee! More of that campy, puckish humor!

Forum Announcement. The
Trail isdeeply, madly, searchingly,
committed to public service announcements.

The Centerspread. Perhaps the most frightening
thing for a Features Editor to have to confront on a
weekly basis, because it's so hard to find stories big
enough to fill both pages which are both entertaining and Teaser. The trademark arrow
informative, without being copy-heavy. This is why the
and the ... yes, teasing, tantalizcenterspread is sometimes forced on to the Arts & Entering, bits of copy that beacon,
tainment, or even the Sports editor. This is why there are
yea, dare the reader to continue.
big, dopey stories about what to see in Tacoma or how to
read the Trail. Go figure.
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Every week, twenty-five hundred copies of the Trail are thrown to the four winds and distributed on campus.
These are received with some amount of confusion and disgust, judging from the letters we get down here.
We assume this confusion and disgust comes from ignorance. We often mock what we don't understand. Or
whatever.
Anyway, we down here at the Trail want to help. Really we do. That's why we all got together and made
this simple guide. We hope it will help you through some confusing bits of the Trail. It will, we hope, make
things crystal clear. Jokes will be funnier. Random Squad graphics won't be so random. Those wacky sports
headlines will make perfect sense. The Trail may even become a game! What was once annoying will now
seem trite. Whai was once disgusting will now become a zesty potpourri of ideas and information.

er, and doomed

The Bit of Blank Space. The space beside the masthead is usually blank. We like to fill this with interesting

V

things, like President Phibbs's head, the Cat in the Hat,
or a silly little bit of clip-art, oran advertising slogan. Get
it? It's a joke. Flee, hee. The Trail, you will discover,
is rife with jokes.
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Straight from the horse s mouth
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m,Editor
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People with Funny Names: At one point we
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and°r e
affoFd.
meieSeflS.[
ge 3
W
ran
a small box with a series of funny names
S(ffi b
e,
la oo'n
beheidat
in
we
found
in the Tacoma phone book. When it
oOn the
was pointed Out that we were being derogatory, our staff decided that we would, in good
faith, discontinue the series. But some of us
weren't happy. I wasn't happy. I enjoy funny
names, and I often enjoy abusive humor. In
fact, here are some more funny names I found
.
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Zina Naputa
Echo Nickus
C.V. Hobucket
Doyle Ooten
Mvmneem
ioucn in
Joe Blow ,
Hai Ho
Horst Munkel
The Trail's Tardiness: I don't think I can
address that issue fully until I answer the next
question:
Sport Headline Themes: Canny readers
took one look at a headline like "Ross' scoring spurt gives birth to victory" and realized
something was up. Well, yes, something is
up, and I can now reveal it: The headlines of
the sports section often have themes. This
began somewhere in the fall of last year,
when, in a stroke a savant idiocy, a hockey
story was given the headline "T-Birds beat
the puck out of Americans," and the enigmarie subhead "Put a feather in their cap and
call them macaroni." It was the birth of a new
era, when intrepid Eric Williams decided that
every week's headlines would be invested
with a consistent general wackiness. Since
then he has taken on such themes as The
Duality of Man, The Material Base as Generator of Historical Determinism, and FruiL
We are always on the lookout for new and
exciting themes, and will gladly accept suggestions, which will be summarily rejected in
favor of headlines about poo-poo.
Who Does Hi-Lites ? I'm sorry; I'm not
qualified to reveal that, although he won't
deny it if he's confronted. But yes, he does
wear clean underwear and smoke Camel
Lights, although not usually at the same time.
The Trail's Lateness: Good question. Let
me come back to that.
What Happened to Cap'n Cyril? Cap'n
Cyril, lovable roguish shinyboy crossword
writer for all last year, is, I am happy to say,
still alive, although not doing particularly
well. He is currently on campus, removing
his shoes for passersby and leaping from

bushes shouUng " Le
Ioi, c'est nous!"Tt
seems liKely mat, uniess we reacn tne
$100 000 mark for this telethon we will see
no more Cap n CynI before we die at which
point we won't care anyway. But, to satiate,
I will let the good Cap himself field some
questions on his own
Howmany chiral centersdoes 1-chloro2 bromo S heptanoic acid have, if any 9
And what would its Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance spectrum look like9 Our an

swering of this question and ones of a s'rni
lar nature would first entail your enrollment
in second semester of Organic Chemistry .
B Ut do look for the Sports section s headline
theme this week Phermone Release Tng
gers in the Monarch Butterfly .
Just How BIG is the Trail Monitor 9
Come down and take a look.Tours daily on
the half-hour: 9:00 AM to 10:00PM departing from the S U B parking lot. Children
2$ Students 3$ and Faculty/S taff.5$
Why is Lyle Kepler so hostile? He's
gotta right to be hostile, his people are being
persecuted
Me again
Why Should You FeelBlessedThat You
ReadTheTrailand NotThe P.L.U.Mast?
In an unmotivated effort to start an
interuniversity hate exchange, I will now
reveal that the Mast staff is actually a
dishevelled collection ofpalefaced pathetic
inbreds who probably chew bone marrow
for fun. I despise them and everything they
stand for , including the recent story by their
media advisor written from the pitiful
benthos of his bathtub.
The Sigma Chi Caption: Earlier in the
year we put a snotty, provegetarian caption
under a picture of Sigma Chi members haying a perfectly benign barbecue. We said
something about "grilling dead meat in an
effort to attract pledges." What we meant to
say was that"Sigma Chi members invented,
in 1873, the gas-driven drill press."
Why the Hell is the Trail Late? I wish I
had time to answer that, but
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Become a Student Cardmember today and
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
for only $129 or $189 each.
Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime
because there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express ® Student Privileges Program.
Such as up to 30 m i nutes ** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
• Minneapolis/St Paul, St. Louis and New Orleans are cotisidered cities east of the Mississippi River.
A credit of up to $3.70 for calls will appear on each hilling statement for 12 months after enrollment. $3.70 is equal to the charges for a domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call and appropriate 5urcharges. You must enrolIr this service by December 31,1991.
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Vlembersbip Has its Privilege?

Mci

CALL 1-800-942-AM u"VOTPA

VEL
RELATED
SEC6

A, AmevCai, Ex55 ,5,avy

Continental

Ifyou're already a Cardmember there's no need to call. Information about your certficates will be arriving soon.

Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Athletes of the Week:

Dynamic duo starts Logger hoops on right foot
EJBy Eric D. Williams

EJBy Gary Brooks

I.

I.

Staff Reporter
Throughout his collegiate career, Chris
Lynch has experienced nearly all that college basketball has to offer. Lynch, who
began his playing days at Brigham Young
University, is now providing veteran leadership for the Puget Sound Loggers. Participating in the 1988 NCAANational Tournament with his at one time number two
ranked team, BYU, isjust one memorable
experience Lynch has had on his roller
coaster ride through the different levels of
college basketball.
Lynch now finds himself back in the
Northwest, playing an integral role in the
Loggers drive for a district championship.
Because of his veteran leadership and
ability on the court, Lynch has earned the
honor of Athlete of the Week. In a game on
November 29, the 6 4" senior had, by his
own standards, his best game as a Logger.
Lynch contributed a career high 24 points
on 8-11 shooting, including four 3-pointers, and a perfect six for six from the line in
leading the Loggers to a 112-85 victory
over Lewis and Clark.
Being a versatile player has given Lynch
the opportunity to excel in the Logger program. From the small forward position, he
is able to choose different styles of play,
taking advantage of the often times onedimensional defender. From shooting 3pointers to posting up inside and rebounding, Lynch has many weapons in his arsenal
to outdo the opponent. His position, and the
versatility he brings to it, are Lynch's fa-
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vorite part of the game along with being
depended on to shutdown the opposing
team best scorer.
According to Lynch, the Loggers have an
opportunity to finish at the top of the league
if the team stays healthy and continues to
improve on consistency and team chemistry.
"If our young players can gel with our
experienced veterans, we'll be tough," noted
Lynch about the team's standing within the
district.
The intensity and level of play may have
change over the past few years, but Lynch
continues to go all out, contributing to the
Logger cause.
Puget Sound, with a4-1 record, will host
NCAA Division II school Chico State in
the Memorial Fieldhouse Saturday at 8:00.

Keely Running has picked up right where
she left off last season. Running staried off
on a tear, ripping Cal—State LA for 30
points. For the weekend, Running went 1226 from the floor, 10-11 from the line, and
pulled down 11 boards, earning her Athlete
of the Week honors. Last year, Running
averaged almost 19 points a game along
with 9 rebounds.
Running, who hales from Yakima, Washington, garnished honorable mention honors as a freshman. Since then, her overall
game has improved tremendously. On the
court she is able to do a number of different
things, making Running a more complete
player.
"I feel that I am a different player than in
the past," Running said. "I don't get as

"I think the players look to me for
leadership."
frustrated when I make mistakes. And I try
to play hard every time I'm in the game.
Overall, I think as a player I've matured."
With point guard Annie Pettigrew gone,
Running will be expected to take on some
of the leadership responsibilities for the
Loggers as well. Puget Sound will be a
young, inexperienced team this season.

Running's leadership ability will be a key
to how successful the Loggers will be later
this season.
"I think the players look to me for leadership," Running said. "This year I will try to
help out the younger players as much as
possible. Although the team is young, we
do have more depth. We just need to be
more consistent. If we expect to do well
within our league, we will have to play a
complete game."
The Loggers will be home for the first
time after playing two weeks on the road.
Puget Sound plays tonight at 5:00 against
Whitman at the Memorial Fieldhouse.
"We're still trying to get used to each
other's playing style," Running said. "W
could be good, it's just a matter of
becoming a cohesive unit."
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* Free Tire inspection

OM 8u,9stQbb
gealtua
"

These Free Wwanty Servkes are
honored at over 170 Northwest Locations

a

4

Sixth & Orchard
Across from K Mart
756-9699
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Young team keeps Puget Sound women on their toes
JJBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
What do you do when you lose your mosi
productive player to graduation? A natural
answer would be to rebuild, but junior posi
Keely Running doesn't look at it that way.
"This year we have more depth," said
Running, who averaged almost 19 points a
game last season. "Instead of two or three
players doing all the scoring, more people
will get a chance to contribute."
Gone from the Loggers 1990 squad is
point guard Annie Pettigrew. Pettigrew gave
Puget Sound head coach a strong ball handler and penetrator in the backcourt, along
with great leadership abilities. The Loggers
will have to replace everything that
Pettigrew brought to the team. But it will
take more than one person. It will have to be
a team effort.
If the Loggers first game is any indication
of how the season will be, Puget Sound

appears to be headed in the right direction.
On November 22, the Loggers upset host
Cal State LA in the opening game of the
tourney 81-61. Running paced the Loggers
with 30 points.
Overall, on a two week swing through
smoggy Southern Californiaand freezingcold Montana, the Loggers finished a respectable 2-3. But more importantly, coach
Bricke was able to try Out some different
line-ups and defenses, getting a feel on
what this year's team needs to improve
upon. The verdict?
"Our defense needs to be improved upon
dramatically," Bricker said. "Along with
defense, we need to work on controlling the
boards."
We will get a first hand look on how the
Loggers have improved tonight at 5:00 as
the Loggers host Whitman at the Memorial
Fieldhouse. Starting for the Loggers will be
sophomores Sarah Heytvelt and Johanna

ci
0
0

ci

I nira

year women's basketball coach Beth Bricker plans on an impro vedLogger hoop 1ean
Bay, juniors Cortenay Watson and RunAlong with Bay, freshmen Angie Bagg
fling and senior Kelli Mapes.
and Susan Overton will fill in at point guard
Bay, starting at the other post, will be one
for coach Bricker. Expect the Loggers to
of the keys to the Loggers success this
run with a quicker team this season.
season. With the absence of Pettigrew, Bay
Our goal is to finish in the top five of our
will be called upon to score and rebound
league," Bricker said. "If our players permore. Lastseason, Bay averaged eightpoints
form up to their ability, that will be well
along with grabbing five rebounds a game.
within our reach."

if

ACIassifieds
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WORD PROCESSING Reasonable,
accurate, fast service. Call Laurie Lehr,
272-9633.
Fast and Easy Income! Earn 100's weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Fast Income, P.O.
Box 641517, Chicago, IL 60664-1517
Off campus housing. No drugs, smoking,
drinking. Professor, employee, graduate
student need only apply. One bedroom
with private phone line, private bath,
garage parking. Leave message at 9522103. Will return call ASAP.
ADOPTION - Proud parents of adopted
toddler eager to find newborn to join our
family. We offer a warm and loving home,
financial security and lots of adoring
relatives. Please call Barb and Dave collect
at 513-751-7077.
Learn to scuba dive for $85. Call Pro
Divers Supply at 588-8368 for more
information.
Receive personal Russian lessons! Call
627-2632 for more information.

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
& FINANCIAL AID

hA'

Receive a personalized report
detailing all the scholarships,
grants and loans that you
qualify for.

04

i nto st i,,
t price,
t now,

•1

•1

4,

I

For Free In formation Write:

CompuSearch Scho1aihIps
1702 Hoyt Avenue
Everett, WA 98201

11
Macintosh Classic ®System.

Learn to scuba dive for
$85 and get college credit
Call 588-8368

PRO DIVERS SUPPLY
-J

9109 Veterans Dr. SW, Tacoma
Open Monday - Saturday 12-8
PDIC-NAUi-PADI certification available

Macintosh LC System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry—these special
savings last only throughJanuary 5, 1992.

For more information contact the
Bookstore • 756-3606

Is.

© 1991 Apple Computer. Inc Apple. the Apple logo and Ni acintmli are registered trademarks ofApplecompolen. Inc. Classic is a registered tremarIs licensed tohpple Computer, Inc.
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Presented by
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1991 DECEMBER GRADUATES!
On behalf of the
University of Puget Sound AlumlTli Association
we would like to congratulate you!

The Alumni Association offers special programs and services for you and for over 30,000
alumni, parents and friends of the University throughout the United States.
To remain a member of the Association, simply keep in touch with the University
and let the alumni office know where you will be living.
Do you need more information about the Alumni Association?
Call or write to:
The Alumni Relations Office/i 500 North Warner/
Tacoma, \VA /98416-0078
(206) 756-3245

TheUniversityof

Puget Sound

Office of Alumni Relations
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The E-Z guide to your finals
[JBy Jason Saffir

Staff Writer
Finals are coming so as a public service I am going to give you all of the answers. If you
pay real close attention, you may even get to quit school early and get a real job. Won't that
be nice?
MATH:
Q: How many of those objects are there?
A: A whole bunch.
PHYSICS:
Q: Why are those objects behaving in that manner?
A: Because of little whizzing things that you can't see, take my word for it.
CHEMISTRY:
Q: What happens if we put those objects together and give them a good shake?
A: Dunno. But I hope they fizz or turn colors or blow up.
COMPUTER SCIENCE:
Q: What happens if I push this button?
A: Something awful that you will blame on the machine but it will be your fault
because you are as dumb as cheese.
BUSINESS/ECONOMICS:
Q: How can we manipulate the exchange of goods and services for our own
material betterment?
A: Quietly.
ENGLISH:
Q: What am I going to do with this major after I graduate?
A: You will starve, but you will have all of your semicolons in their proper places
and you may use words like "whom."
FOREIGN LANGUAGE:
Q: Konn ich ein Neilpferd haben bitte?
A: No, you may not have a hippopotamus please.
ART:
Q: How shall I express my inner turmoil as a member of a society gone mad?
A: Pastels.
COMMUNICATIONS AND THEATRE ARTS:
Q: How shall I express my inner turmoil as a member of a society gone mad?
A: I don't care as long as you enunciate.
HISTORY:
Q: Why did that ancient society go mad?
A: It was sex, or religion, or the economy, or technology, or war, or maybe they
were as dumb as cheese.
PHILOSOPHY:
Q: Why am I in inner turmoil as a member of a society gone mad?
A: Cheer up, you might not actually exist anyway.
SOCIOLOGY/p5YCHOLO(Jy•
Q: Why are people in inner turmoil and why is society going mad?
A: Because of penises.
There you go, four years of college in one, neat, little package. Memorize these answers,
and if you can't, well then you are probably as dumb as cheese.

As President of Model United Ntrions
Club of UPS, I recently went to the ASUPS
Finance Committee to request finding for
the Far West Conference of Model United
Nations (MUN) at UC Davis next April.
After having submitted a budget in the
spring in order to ensure our position in the
conference, we were told to re-submit the
same budget in the spring of 1992. So far
we have been unable to secure the funds
necessary to pre-register for the conference, and at thispoint in time, itscemsquite
likely that we will receive only a small
portion of the money necessary to send a
delegation of nine students to the Far West
Conference.
In accordance with new University guidelines, the Politics and Government Department, our main financial supporter, no
longer funds MUN. The administration
felt that ASUPS ought to fund this type of
student activity. The Student Senate has
partially subsidized MUN since 1952.
When I attended the Finance Committee
meeting (after one week's delay due to
miscommunicaijon on the deadline for submitting a new budget proposal), there was
no cause for me to question our receiving
someamountoffunding fmm ASUPS again
this year. The ASUPS Finance Committee,
however, thought otherwise.
The Finance Committee completely denied our request for funding. I then took the
matter to the Senate as a whole the following Thursday, November 21, in order to
appeal the surprising decision of the Finance Committee. After having explained
the position ofMUN as a 39 year-old organization at UPS and the importance of our
attending the 1992 conference due to our
school's co-hosting ofthe 1993 conference
was due November 1.
The actions of the ASUPS in this matter
of funding a student organization is an
embarrassment not only to MIJN, but also
to other student groups that have been actively involved in promoting liberal arts
through diversity of membership and awareness, in our case, awareness of the intemational arena. Recently, we have had to go
before Senate and "prove ourselves" to be
a stable and constant facet ofthe University
community in order to receive funding.
And every year we have done so. Yet, this
year, ASUPS seems to think that MUN is a
self-serving organization that caters only a
few members of the UPS campus, and that
it does not enhance university life.
I would first like to ask, what group on
campus, including ASUPS, is not self-serving? Students become involved in various
groups because they have an interest in
them and can identify with the activities
and goals of those organizations. MUN has
an academic purpose. We promote verbal
and written skills through simulation exercises that portray countries in a United
Nations committee forum. Unlike many
groups on campus, our membership is not
limited to certain majors or specific class
standing. We also do not espouse any
particular political or ideological position;
we promote an awareness of different issues and world views in our weekly debates. Our organization, like many others
on campus, relies on funding in order to
attend a yearly conference that puts into
practice the academic skills with other universities and colleges on the west coast. No

one organization can be expected to raise
all of the funds it needs to pay for student
delegates to attend important conferenc
ASUPS is shirking its responsibility
stating that, if the conference is import.
enough, students should pay theirown w,
For many students, attending this univ.
sity is enough of a financial hardship, .
alone having to pay for extra-curricular
opportunities thata liberal arts school should
offer.
The time has come for ASUPS to make a
clear policy as to the standards and criteria
that decide their funding ofcampus organ izations. Clubs whose membership is open
to the university community, is constant,
and who actively foster the goals of a liberal arts education should not be required to
re-submit budgets year after year just because a new student administration decides
to change the criteria as to what constitutes
a worthy student organization.
ASUPS has a half-million dollar budget
to work with. I recommend that ASUPS sit
down with the University Trustees and
decide which groups deserve to be funded
year after year (with slight adjustments
made each year for membership size and
the amount of money needed to travel).
Regardless of how this effects MUN, such
decisions need to be made in order to insure
the continued support for worthy student
organization. Student groups that request
continued funding should be ranked, for
example, not on basis of members they
sign up but on the basis of regular member
participation. Requirements for continued
funding need to be put in writing and made
available to all campus clubs and organ izations recognized by ASUPS. This will
better insure students of their rights and
responsibilities as members of their club,
and as underwriters ofthe ASUPS budget.
Furthermore, I also believe that students,
as members of university organizations,
have a right to know how their half-million
dollars are being spent. ASUPS has not
released a financial statement in the last
five years. No group, whether it is part of
a university or a multi-national corporation, has any business allocating money if
it cannot justify its expenditure. Perhaps
this lackofaccountability has caused many
of the problems that we see at ASUPS
today, for example, the inexcusable delay
of the 1990-91 Tamanawas. Ironically, it
might be that University departments have
been "taking the heat" offASUPS by funding student organizations, thereby relieving ASUPS of its responsibilities to its
students.
As a student at UPS and a leader of a
campus organization, I am fed up with the
run-around that ASUPS puts students
through as they pursue their extra-curricular interests. A policy decision needs to be
made in regards to funding student organizations, and that this policy needs to be
upheld through successive student administrations.
In conclusion, I urge all students as members of the UPS community to question the
allocation of funds by the AS UPS Senate.
Every year, students pay a mandatory Student government fee, but are not given
much of an indication as to how money is
spent. This lack of responsibility, evident
in the actions of previous and present student administration, is extremely unprofessional.
Sincerely
Kristen A. Pavelec
President, Model United Nations
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Please don't call me about my color
By Maria Kolby
Opinions Editor

i had six people from two different courses
call or leave notes on the door to my room
the last two weekends before Thanksgiving.
They wanted to interview me, not because of
my activities, which might have been flattering, but because i am Black. They had a
paper due about people who were either
different from them or who were specifically a different race than them. i turned
them all down. But i'm afraid, now, that they
didn't understand quite why, soi thoughti'd
demonstrate exactly what was going on in
my head when they told me the questions
they wanted to ask. Let me rehash the
typical conversation i had with these people:
Q:
I was wondering what your life
was like before college?
A:
Well, uhhm, what do you mean?
Well, like, the racial incidents in
Q:
your life.
A:
You mean like, when people were
racist to me?
Yeah.
Q:
A:
Well, uhhm...
and then i have to think, first off,
how did this person find out who i was, and
that i was black? and then i wonder, do i tell
this person (who could be a racist pig for all
i know), about moments in my life that are
immensely painful and can still reduce me to
tears? do i tell about when i was seven and at
a birthday party at the rollerskating rink and
i went to get a soda and an angry voice from
the pool table told me Niggers weren't allowed? do i tell about walking home from
third grade and being beaten up by a fellow
schoolmate with his metal lunchbox and a
large branch (I'll give u one guess why)?
do i speak of age eleven, having people
touch my body on the bus and then
Nigger germs Nigger germs at the top o
their lungs, or playing baseball in p.e. and

having people refuse to be on my team
because "We don't play with Niggers?"
A:
I'm sorry, I'd rather not answer
that.
Oh, okay. How about, ahh ... (and
Q:
i wonder if they're looking down a list of
suggested questions)... what instances of
racism have you seen on this campus?
and now i'm getti'!g mad. i know it's not
the person's fault, but i think, who the hell
gave You the right to pry into my life and
analyze times that should only be divulged
when i want to divulge them, not because
You have some damn assignment due?
how dare You assume i can answer these
questions as though we were only discussing childhood memories? do You have
any idea how painful it is being one of the
"different" races in America, at least, how
painful ithas been for me (because i would
never presume to speak for every student
of color, even if i thought most could share
similar and probably even more heinous
experiences)?
can i really explain to you how i felt at
ten, when i prayed to God to have someone
invent a special soap that would please
please please make me white with "good"
hair, and bawled because i knew it was
impossible? can i really explain about the
first time i read Ebony magazine at fifteen
and laid my head down on the magazine,
sobbing, because i finally understood that
"Black" didn't mean "Weird?" how can
you ;'ssibly understand the feelings i had
at those moments? and if you don't understand it, can you really analyze it or discuss it in a way that will truly honor the
fact that this is my life we're talking about?
it isn'tjust history, it isn't social structure,
it's me! all i can say is it has HURT being
black, dammit! And You want me to spill
these Acs to You because You have an
assignment due? Fuck You.

A:
Q:

I'm sorry, I don't think I can do
this. Itjustfeels invasive.

Oh that's okay, I'm sure I can find
someone else.
A:
Okay, well jfyou can' t,please call
me back, I mean, I think what
you' re doing is important it' sjusr
that it' 5 kind ofprivaze and I'm
kind ofa private person...
Q:
No, no, that's okay, I'll find some
one, it's totally OK.
and then we hang up and I feel awful,
because educating this campus about mcism is something I feel passionate about, but
I've discovered that I can't tell my story just
because some class is studying racism and
I'm their guinea pig. All I can think is that
my memories are what has made me and I
have no inkling of whether I can trust the
person on the other end of the line to respect
my past, and me along with iL
The biggest problem with people on this
campus is their ignorance about the realities
of the world and the lives of the people in it.
I've said that a lot. And I really understand
that the professors who assigned those
projects were trying to stop that ignorance.
But all those questions made me feel like a
freak. I felt foreign to this university, that I
didn't belong and was here merely to be
studied. I know it wasn't meant that way.
But I want someone else besides me and my
friends to be responsible for ridding our
classmates of this ignorance and sometimes
pure lack of common sense about people of
color. I'm sick of people who fondle my
hair, rave about how "exotic" it makes me
look, and then ask me why I don't get it
straightened (I never ask you why you don't
get a perm for heaven's sake); who assume
that I must be dirt poor or well-acquainted
with inner-city living; and who think that
one or two or even three black people's
lives add up to the "Black Experience" (do

three white people's lives add up to the
"White Experience?"). When I ask the
university to teach students about others, I
am pleading that I not have to be the
educator! I want someone else to take the
burden oftelling other students that they're
ignorant, because it's damn tiring trying to
prove all the time, to yourselfand to everyone around you, that you do belong here
and that you are a normal person!
Maybe if the assignments had been
broader, so I knew that the people who
called really gave a damn. Maybe if this
school was diverse enough that assigning a
"different race" didn't mean thirty-five
white kids interviewing the few black and
Asian students on campus. Or perhaps if
I'd been informed that people would start
invading my life, and maybe if they'd just
asked me a few different questions: every
single student asked about prejudice in my
life before and during college. Couldn't
there at least be an aspect of racism they
could focus on? Like, how has being a
black woman affected my relationships
with white men (no one even bmught up
the fact that Jam a woman as well as black),
or how does being a student influence my
attitudes about race or SOMETHING that
indicated a little thought had gone into this
assignment!
But as I said, it'd be best if somebody
besides the "different" students could educate the unknowing ones. After all, students of color also have homework and
activities and may not have time to give six
half-hour or longer appointments in two
weekends. But maybe for now, if you
could just think through assignments (professors as well as students) before you hand
them out or call up strangers on the phone.
I am thrilled that people are trying to alleviate the ignorance and rudeness some
people on this campus often demonstrate
around people of color. So now that I know
you people are out there, really attempting
to help, I'll be demanding, and ask that you
please try again. Thanks for listening.

HAPPY HOUR FROM 5 PM TO 9 PM
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
CHARGE WITH
ASB CARD

MICROS&1MPORTSON DRAFT!
1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS,
750 7 OUNCE BOTTLES,
$2 PITCHERS UNTIL 9 PM,
SCRATCH MARGARITAS $3.50 (Made
with Jose Cuervo)

/4

'Alr

-Darts, Pinball, Video Games, Pool /&° i°/W4
/$
& Big Screen TVsm
WATCH FOR OUR BEER TASTING PARTY AND OUR
PAJAMA PARTY COMING SOON!

/.

MONDAYNIGHT:

II

All ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6 p m
with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for $3.95 from 5 to 9.
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/

"

.

. \

TUESDAY NIGHT:
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Make Your Own Tacos & Fajitas.
Tequila shots are $1, wells are $1.75, scratch margaritas are $1.00
and Corona beers are $1.50.

¼,

All-Around Sound Productions presents Laser Karaoke
from 8 pm - midnite with prizes and contests. Come
in early for dinner specials and get your vocals warm!

RIA
THURSDAY NIGHT:

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
College Nites Out! Come early for
dinner then dancing from 9-2.
Dinner specials start at 4 pm. $5.95 for
1 1/2 pounds of fresh clams. Also, $1 /
margaritas, kamikazes, and tequila
shots from 9-1 1.

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS:
$3.95 steak and egg specials
for breakfast. Patty Melts are
$4.95, Broiled Beef Dogs
are $1.50, & Nachos
Grande for $4.95 both
days. Seahawk
burger for $3.95
4
on Sunday.

MON-FRI:
Open for
lunchatli.
Daily
specials -

I I

cT >

COME WATCH A REBROADCAST OF THE 1982
/ /ROSE BOWL FEATURING UW
/ /VS. IOWA SATURDAY AT 12:30
AND SEE SEATTLE TAKE ON
/ /THE 49ERS SUNDAY AT 1. ALSO,
" / JOIN US EARLY FOR BREAKFAST
FEATURING OUR $3.95 STEAK
/
/& EGG SPECIAL. WE OPEN AT 9 AM.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT:

All You Can Eat Buffet from 6-8. $3 for ladies, $4
for guys, $2 for kids. Dancing from 9 -2.

'

/

ALSO FEATURING
BEST REMIXER IN
TOWN KEN THOMPSON
WITH THE HOTTEST LIGHTING
AND SOUND SYSTEM IN
THE SOUTH SOUND. f

DANCING 9 pm -2am
TUESDAY - SATURDAV,',,..'

s

1/
a,

\4

SUNDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT 5 PM\ \/
FOLLO WED BY COMEDY NIGHT
FEATURING THE AREA' S BEST COMEDIANS
AT 8 WITH DANCING AFTERWARD.
71fl9

7 th

St. West, Tacoma

565-9378

Hours:
Mon - Fri 11 am -2 am
Sat-Sun 9 am - 2 am

Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays
when all ages are welcome.

